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SHOCK ACCELHUT’ION WITH TURBULENCE MINIMIZATION*

Nelson Hoffman

Los Alamos National Laboratory

P. O. Box 1665, Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545, USA

We investigate whether ~kre is an optimum way to accelerate an interface so
as to minimize the generation of turbulence at the interface, using a “k-e” simplifica-
tion of a one-point turbulence model. The problem is to use a finite number of shock
waves to bring an interface, iriitial!y at rest, to a final velocity V after it has traveled a
distance x. We rcsrnct atterttion to the case of two shock waves, and treat the problem
in three phases. The ftrstphase is the initialization of turbulence at the discontinuous
interface by the fmt shock wave, secdul by a spectrum of perturbations on the inter-
face. This sets the initial conditions for the second phase, which is the transpcm of tur-
bulence and growth of the interface’s thickness during the period between shocks. The
third phase is the arrival at the interface of the next shock wave, generating turbulcnw
f+om finite density self-comelaticm, density-velocity correlation, and turbulence kinetic
energy. We assume dissipation of turbulence is negligible, and usc a configurational
approximation for the density self-comelation, mthcr than snlving an evolution equa-
tion for this quantity. We derive an expression for the total turbulence energy after the
passage of the second shock wave, as a function of the two variables V] ( the interface
velocity after the passage of the first shock) and rz (the time of amiva.1of the second
shock), parametric in the final velocity V,a scale S characterizing the initial petiurba-
tion, and the Atwood number A. We find that in the high-Atwood-number, small-pcr-
turbation-scale limit, the turbulence energy is maximized if the fwst shock is
somewhat weaker thm the second. For acceleration; in which 60% or more of the final
velocity V is squired in the first shock, the turbulenrc energy is less than half what it
is when only 25% of the final velocity is acquired in the first shock.

*Work supported under USDOE contract W-740! LENG-36.
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I. INTRODUCTION
We consider the following simple problem. Suppose we desire to usc a series

of shockwaves to bring a fluid interface, initially at rest, to a final velocity V after the
interface has traveled a distance x, subject to the constraint that the interface arrive at x
no later than time r after the arrival of the frost shock (Fig. 1). We arc kc to usc as
many shock waves as desired to accomplish the acceleration. The interface is initially
“nominally smooth”, meaning it is discontinuous and has a full spectrum of small per-
turbations. lltc problem is to bring the interface to the desired final state with as little
turbulence generation as possible. The present work is an attempt to find a prescription
for doing this, in the fiamcwork of a simplified version of a one-point turbulence
transport model developed by Besnard, Harlow, and ibucnzahn].

The model cquaaons arc conservation quations for the turbulent statistical
quantities E (the turbulent kinetic energy density) and a (the correlation of density and
velocity fluctuations), together with a prescription for b (the self-comclation of density
fluctuations) bawd on the local concentrations cl, C2of fluids 1 and 2, initiall y on ei-
ther side of the interface. The concentrations arc taken to obey a diffusion quation.
Thus the equations arc similar to those irnplemcntcd by Raucnzahn in the CAVEAT
code, although we include a diffusion term in the u quation. The configurational pre-
scription for b is the same as that used by Bcsnard, Haas, and Raucnzahn in Ref. 2.
These cquarions arc as follows:

Hcrc~ is the mean flow density, ui am the components of the mean flow veloc-
ity, ~ is the mean flow pressure, Rij arc the com~ncnts of the Reynolds stress tensor,
V, is the turbulence diffusivi.y, and t is the turbulence dissipation rate, The models
mentioned above include a conservation equation for c, but wc shall omit it and set c to
zero in the following analysis, The constants Cal, Ua, and CJCarc of order unity, The
vohnc fractio~s otJ and CF,2arc t’dated to the concentrations cl and C2by aJp] = cj~

and a2p2 = c2p, Of course al + a2 = 1 and c1 + C2= 1,

11.SDVWLJIWINGASSUMPTIONS
A, Simpl@cariort of model equdons. WC shall simplify Eqs, (1) - (3) (already

a highly simplified form of the Besnard, Harlow, and Rauenr,ahn model) still further
by taking advantage of the translational symmetry of the problem we have outlined,
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That is, wc transform to a frame in which the shocked interface is at rest, so that the
mean flow velocity ~i vuushes. Further, as stated above, we assume dissipation is un-
important, so that e vanishes. We consider oncdimensional situations, so that all
quantities vary only in one coordinate. Finally, wc assume isotropic turbulence, so that
Ru = (2/3)~E. With these approximations, the model equations take the.form

apck a _V,ack
()7r=z R@ ‘k=l’2’

(5)

(6)

while the prescription for the density self-conflation is the same as before.

B. Additional simplifying approximations. To make the problem analytically
tractable, wc introduce some additional simplifying assumptions which we do not ex-
pect to alter the qualitative significance of the conclusions reached. These include (i)
assuming the density to be nearly uniform, in the sense that density gradients are insig-
nificant to the dynamics of turbulence transport, yet large enough to give finite density
self-comelation. This is equivalent to dropping the density-gradient term in Eq, (6),
while retaining p 1- ~ as non-zero in Eq. (4), Another assumption is (ii) the impulsive-
prcssure approximation of Saffman and Meiron3, in which the turbulent velocities af-
ter shock passage are taken to be much smaller than the sound speed, This is strictly
true only for weak shocks.Wc have already mentioned the assumptions of (iii) no dis-
sipation and (iv) isotropic turbulence,

III. ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM.
We shall treat the given problem in three pilascs, The fwst phase is the initial-

ization of turbulence at the discontinuous interface by the fwst shock wave, seeded by
a spectrum of perturbations at the interface. This sets the initial conditions for the sec-
ond phase, which is the transport of turbulence and growth of the interface’s thickness
during the period between shocks, The third phase is the atrival at the now continuous
interface of the next shock wave, generating turbulence from finite density self-corm.
lation b, density-velocity correlation a , and turbulence kinetic energy E. We restrict
attention to the case of two shock waves for now,

A, Phase 1: Turbulence generation b jlrst shock wave, For the first phase, wc
Kshall use the results of Saffman and Meiron to initialize the turbulent kinetic energy

and the density-velocity correlation at the discontinuous interface. They give, for a
discontinuous interface with a small perturbation of wavenumber k, the following ex-
pression for the total turbulence energy per unit cross-sectional ama generated by a
weak shock wave which accelerates the interface to a velocity VI:
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[PI &.o, = 1(~ p)A2V;kq2

where ~> is the mean of the postshock densities on either side of the intcrfacc:<p> =
(PI + R#2. A is thc postsh~k Atw~ num~~ (P1 - P2)1 (PI + P2)! [P]E iS ~ E-
weightcd mean density, and q is the postshock amplitude of the perturbation. From
Saffrnan and Meimn’s results, we can cva!uatc the total density-velocity correlation
(units arc momentum per unit cross-sectional area) as

[PI ~a = (P)A2Vl~2.
where [p]a is an a-weighted mean densi?~! For a full spccuum of linear, non-interact-
ing perturbations at the interface, we sum over all wavenumbers to obtain

[P] ~ETOl,o= ~(~ P)A2v;~ md [p] /Z7@,,o= (P)A2V1S, (8)

where S is an initial scale defined as

(kqk)2
s = ~h: = ~~”

(We may use this scale to estimate a dissipation rate

(9)

&/S, which can be compared
to the rate of energy diffusion, to judge the validity of our assumption of negligible
dissipation.) Consistent with these values of E~Ot,oand a~Ot,~we define a quantity
which plays the role of total density sdf-comelation, with units density x length:

~To,.o= (P)A2~. (9a)

B. Phase II: Transport of turbulence and growth of inteface’s thickness, In
this phase, the turbulence quantities generated by the passage of the fwst shock wave
disperse through space in accordance with the transporttcms in the governing equa-
tions (5) - (7). In this study we have modeled the transport terms as diffusive, although
in principle dircctd transport processes could be included as a generalization. Analo-
gously to Saffman md Meiron’s impulsive pressure approximation, Aid for weak
shock waves, we &cat the pressure gradient terms in Eqs, (5) and (6) as delta fui~ctions
in time, acting only at the instant of passage of the first shock, so that they vanish dur-
ing Phase 11,We also assume that the density gradient is dynamical] y negligible during
Phase II, so that density-gradient creation of a vanishes in Eq, (6), Then the governing
equations (5) and (6) become

F= &@’~:)*
(lo)

and

(11)

while the concentration equation is the same as bcfom.
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An exact solution to the turbulence energy quaaon (10) is given by Barenb-
latt4, who writes the turbulence d%usivity V[ as the product of a turbulence length
scale 1and a turbulence velocity& He also assumes that the turbulence length scale 1
is a definite fixed part a of the actual thickness of the turbulent layer, denoted h(l).
That is, 1 = ah(t) andv, = csh (t) ~, so that Eq. (10) becomes

(12)

Barenblatt considers only uniform density, so that ~cancels across the equation; our
assumption of the dynamical negligibility of the density gradient allows us to do the
same thing. Using dimensional analysis, Bl%enblatt writes

h (0 = to(“) E~O,,O~ (12a)
and

E(x, t) 2m‘-Y*)=%@) ’13)=~oE~o,,~

where ~ is n positive constant. Substituting these forms into Eq. (12), he arrives at an
ordinary diffcrtntial equation for O(Q whose solution is

{

(1-{*)2,(C<1)
@(tJ = —36a2

*

‘ 0,({21).
The cmswnt ~ is found to qua](135 u2/4)]fi. The Prandtl number a must be dcter-
mimxf experimentally since it cannot be evaluated within the framework of this model.
Typically it is about 0.1,

Using a similar dimensional analysis, we can find a solution to the a equation
Eq.(11) by writing

since a has tmits of veloeity, i.e., length / time. The actual fcmn of the dimensionless
function r need not eoncem us here, Strictly speaking, this quation is valid only after
a time such that the total quantity of a defined here is much greater that u~ol,o. As a
more general, ●lbeit approximate, expression, wc add a contribution due to aTO,,O,by
assuming that the initial a is spread out uniformly over the turbulent layer of thickness
2h(t):

h (t)

()

aTd,O
a (x, t) - ~r —

h !I) ‘m’

In a similar way, the composition gradient must have units 1 / length, so

Integrating, with the boundary condition that cl(-h,t) = Oand c)(h,t) = 1, gives

lhorna/wdtoMmtVlnuloes/ShAcTuMi June 9, ‘1991
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1
c~(x, r) = -+ ()LA —

2 h (f) h Tt)
,whcrc

~(~) = $( CA)

(15)

and we have the boundary condition A(- 1) = A(l ) = 1/2. Again, the detailed form of A
acednot conccm us.

With this representation for cl, we can now use Eq. (4), the configumtional
prescription for the density self-correlation, to evaluate b. since (%J = c@pj and az=
c@p2 = (1 - CJ)~/p2, we find from Eq. (4) that

(P, -PJ2 = F(P*-6Q2
b (X, f)

= ala2 jj P2P1
C, (l-c,)

We need to add to this shock-generated density self-cormlation a term repre-
senting the pm-existing density self-correlation which appears at the interface by vir-
tue of the initial perturbations~ imcspcctive of the first shock. This is given by
~d,~ fkorn Eq.(~a), with an assumption about its distribution over the turbulent layer.
As with a, we assume this contribution to b is uniformly distributed over the layer, so
that the expression for b becomes

b (x, t) = ~ (X,2) i%[wi’’(d’~‘1’)
We can evaluate the total magnitude of the turbulence quantities, integratwl

over the turbulent layer, from Eqs, (13) - (16). For example,

~To,(O = ja(xf)~x=~[jr(O~()~(O+aTot,o (16a)
-h 1

= to~Tot*of
(

1 (p) ~2v2~ ‘tlfl+ (p) ~2v ~* m *r. + aTOL()
= {To 2[p]E ].—

) [p]a1‘
whcm the constant r. denotes the inte al in parentheses md C=x/h(t). Thus the total

Fquantity of a increases with time as t ‘3, for times such that the first term dominates
the second. Likewise h

bro, (g) ■ jb (x, t) dx
-h
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where

defines a weighted mean density p (t), which we expect to be a slowly varying func-
tion of time, being of order > =

%
(pl + pz)/2. Thus the total quantity of b increases

with time approximately as for tirrE such that the shock-generated part of b
dominates the pre-existing b. (A ~irnilar procedurt shows that the total quantity of E is
constant in time and equal to ETol,~ In facg this is the means by which ~ is evaluate-
d.)

C. Phase III: Arrivalof swmd shock wave. We treat the second shock wave in
the impulsive -pressure approximation, so that pressure gradients are modeled by delta
functions in time. All other processes like turbulent diffusion arc imagined to occur on
a much longer time scale and so may be ignored during shock passage. The insignifi-
cance of the density gradient term in the u quation may be shown rigorously for this
case (Appendix A), so we omit it as before. Thus the model quations take the form

apa ba?
x = ;Z’

while the concentrations remain constant,
in Eq. (17) gives

a~~ ~i)~a =
x= azx

(17)

(la)

Solving Eq. (18) for a@x and substituting

1 i)(p0)2

%7”

Since the concentrations do not vary during the instant of shock passage, b remains
fixed at the value 62 = b(12)and we can integrate to obtain

(Paz+)2(@2- )2
pE2 + = ——-—+pE2- .

2h~ 2b2
(19)

Here the second shock is presumed to arnvc at time rz, and E2. is the turbulence ener-
gy immediately prior to shock passage, (We arc suppressing the expl,icit x-dependence
for now.)

To evaluate a, we use 13q,(18) with the pressurt gradient replaced by (~~ /iIx)
6(I), following Saffman and Mciron3, where $ is the shock impulse with units of pres-
sure x time and 6(I) has units of 1 /time as usual. The shock impulse is related to the
interface velocity V2after shock pass~gc (in a reference frame tmveling at velocity V]
relative to the lab frame) by ~$ i~x = pV2, as shown by Saffman and Meiron. So, inte-
grating Eq. (18), we obtain

(20)
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use E@ (20) in Eq. (19):

(b2v2+ @2. )2 (@2- )2
pE2 , =

2b2 - 2b2
+@E2- .

b#;
=—

2
+v2@12_ +pE2., (21)

which shows clearly the seeding of turbulence by b2, the density self-correlation at
time r2, and by a2. . the density-velocity correlation immediately prior to shock pas-
sage.

From Eq. (21) we can evaluate the total turbulence kinetic energy after the sec-
ond shock by integrating over the turbulent layer

V: h b2 h h

ETotz+ = ~jFdx+vaja2- dx+ jE2. dx
-h ‘ -h -h

Substituting for ar~f,z. from Eq. (16a) results in

()A2 ~ h + ‘bOv:bTot,O h:
‘ToI,.2+ = 1A ~ _A2 2 2 ~“ + ‘0v2~ + ‘2aT01’0+ ‘T*O”

Here the total dcmity self-correlation and total density-velocity correlation seeds have
each been divided into two parts: the pan prc-exisiting or created immediately by the
first shock, and the part that grows with the growth of the turbulent layer bawecn
shocks.

Inserting the expressions for UT~@ bTOl,O,and ~TOt,O,from Eqs. (8) and (ga)

gives
2

()

v; V;A 2S 2

‘ToL2+ = 1A -— ~ + W:A2V, V2S -t W;A2V;S.
1 ~A2 ‘h’+”bo 2 ‘r0v2:2

‘n and W&= (qM2[P]E)where Wa= (xp>~[p]u) ‘~, Substituting
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L= Vt2; Vl = zV; and Va = (1-z)V

leads to

‘T@+ A~/3 L ~2/3

() ()

4/3 L~2/3(pz)2+ 72A ~
—= Y~—–

“324/3 ( ~ _ z)

V2S 1-A2 S

(23)
[

+A2 ‘M1-z)2+W:Z(I+ -z) + W:Z21
k*

where Y1= ~ ‘EIA and 72= g;w~ro. The terms in powers of L/S in

this equation represent the band a seeds that grow during the inter-shock period, while
the texms in the square bracket represent pre-existing b, a and E created immediately
by the first shock.

IV.EVALUATIONOFTURBULENCEENERGY
We can consider two limiting cases of Eq. (23) COsimplify some coefficients.

These are the cases for z = Oand z = 1, which are quivalent since they ccmespcmd to a
situation in which there is only one shock wave accelerating the interface. For z = O,
we find “

E ‘bO 2 2
Tor.2+ = ~AVS

while for z = 1 wc fmd

‘ToL,2+= W;A2V2S.

Rquiring these cases to be quivalent means FE = 1~2, which we can take as a def-
inition of [p]~.

We proceed now to evaluate the function ETOf~+(A$;lL,z) / V2S for several
~ases. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show ET0,2J V2S as a function of z = V]/ V for LJS fixed at
a value of 100 and Atwood number A taking the values 0.99,0.50, and 0.01 respective-
ly. The dotted line shows the contribution from the seeds that grow during the intcr-
shock period (i.e., the first two terms in Eq. (23)) while the dashed line shows the con-
tribution horn the remaining terms, which dcsctibe the pre-existing or immediately
created ads. For A = 0.99 and LJS = 100 (Fig. 2), the first tenm in F4. (23) domi-
nates, by virtue of the denominator 1- A2 and the 2/3 pcwer of L/S. Thus the depen-
dence of JS70,2+on z is almost entirely given by the function #3(1-z}. This function
peaks at z = 1/4. We see that in this high-Atwood-number, small-perturbation limit, the
turbulence energy is maximized if the first shock is somewhat weaker than the second,
For accelerations in which 60% or more of the maximum velocity is acquired in the
first shock, the turbulence energy may be less than half what it is when only 25% of
the maximum velocity is acquired in the first shock. of course, the absolute minimum
values of turbulence are obtained for z = 1 or z = O,but typically other constraints, such
as entropy generation, require intermediate values of z.

As the Atwood number decreases (Figs, 3 and 4) , the other texms in Bq, (23)

/homa/watton/nmhflmdocdShAcTuMi June 9,1991 10



become relatively more important, although the absolute amount of turbulence energy drops. The
largest relative contribution from the prc-existing/hmediate seeds occurs for A around 0.5 (Fig,
3), because of the intermediate power of A multiplying these terms. For very small A (Fig. 4), the
second term in Eq. (23) dominates. In this limit, weak first shod.s lead to less final turbulence
than strong first shocks. The maximum of the second term occursatz=4fl=0.5714.

For smaller values of LAS,the same trend in A is seen, but with a larger relative contribu-
tion hm the pre-existing/immediate seeds. Figure 5 shows an example for US = 10 and A =
0.50. Figures 6,7, and 8 show contour plots of ET012+/V2S for Atwood number A = 0.99,0.50,
and 0.01 in the (V~/ V, L/S ) plane. One sees clearly the movement of the peak fmm V]/ V = 1/4
to VII V = 4f7 as Atwood number decreases.
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Append& A. Insignificance of density gradient term in a equation in impulsive-pres-
sure approximation.

The impulsive-pressure approximation employed by Saffman and Meiron3
treats the pressure gradient during shock passage as a delta function in time. Thus the
shock wave travels infinitely rapidly through the interface layer, as does the rarefac-
tion or the reflected shock traveling in the opposite direction. This means essentially
that the speed of sound c in the shocked material is much larger than the mean or fluc-
tuating velocities in the material aftershock passage, i.e., the flow is very subsonic, o!,
quivalently, incompressible. This is strictly true only for weak shock waves.

In this limit it iseasy to see that the density-gradient term (2/3)E~@ in Eq.
(6) is negligible with respect to

/home/wattoMwnh/fmdocs/ShAcTuMi
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--
time i

Fig. 1. Possible interface trajectories for the case of two shocks, such that the in-
terface is brought to velocity Vat position x, no later than timer. ‘Ike is a dou-
bly infinite family of such trajcctorics, characterized by the parameters V] (the
interface velocity after the first shock)and 12(the arrival time of the second
shock).
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